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About Us

• Who We Are
▪ Deep global experience in Incident Management & Critical Infrastructure

▪ Fire brigades, multi-country incident response training, emergency medical services

▪ Fiber Networks, Data Centers, Oil & Gas, Power, Capital Markets

• What We Do 
▪ Help Customer’s Build World Class Incident Management Teams

▪ Assess, train, and evaluate Incident Response Teams

▪ Engage with Teams Across the Customer’s Organization

▪ NOC, Ops, Site Reliability, Cybersecurity, Support, SMEs, Executives

▪ Trained, evaluated and exercised over 6,000 incident responders globally

• Who Partners With Us
▪ In 2020, Our Customers: $1.1T Annual Revenue & $3.8T Market Cap  
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Additional Resources

www.blackrock3.com

Rob Schnepp
Rob@blackrock3.com

Ron Vidal
Ron@blackrock3.com

Chris Hawley
Chris@blackrock3.com

San Francisco & Baltimore
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@br3guys

mailto:Rob@blackrock3.com
mailto:Ron@blackrock3.com
mailto:Chris@blackrock3.com


Introductions

§ Name
§ Location

§ Job Function

§ Incident response experience

§ Expectations for the training
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In 30 seconds or less, tell us your . . .  
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Tone
Interaction
Management
Engagement

TIME

Mean Time To Assemble 
(MTTA)

is Mission Critical
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Incident 
Commander

Network Database

DBA - 1 DBA - 2

SAN / 
Storage

Liaison LNO Scribe

Three distinct activities must occur during 
incident resolution

Leadership

Communications 
& Documentation
Technical Experts

Essential Activities
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PROCESS - POSITIONS - PERFORMANCE
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Command Staff



Incident Response Challenges

It’s about making the best decision 
in the shortest amount of time.... 
based on what you know at the time!

Own the incident response process
not the problem! 10

COMMAND
W
N
E
R
S
H
I
P

Confusion
Uncertainty
Doubt

Momentum
Disruptions
Transitions



Incident Response Challenges

• Forward Momentum: Validate–Assemble–Investigate-Resolve

Better Worse Same

• Minimize Disruptions: Clarity-Engaged Responders-Objectives

More or Different Responders

• Deliberate Transitions: Time Contracts-Objectives-Op Periods

Always Have a Plan B

It’s Something Until Proven Otherwise!
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Incident Response Perspective

§ Process must be in place to 
accept the rapid change from 
Normal Ops to Incident Ops 
Mean Time To Assemble (MTTA) 

§ Response is not just another 
meeting!

§ Deliberate – Clear - Organized

§ Assemble the right team at the 
right time to do the right things
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Benefits of IMS
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Training

Program 

Culture

IMS Operational 
Maturity 

Identifies roles and responsibilities
Provides the framework for command and collaboration
Identifies common terminology
Provides a framework for organized troubleshooting and decision making
Optimizes MTTA and gives the best shot at ideal MTTR
Emphasize the importance of communications



Operational Maturity Model

Phase

Maturity State

Descriptive 
State

Incident roles

Processes

Engagement

Phase 1

Initial

Reactive

• No formalized incident 
response (IR) training

• No clear roles and 
responsibilities for incident 
management

• Incident communications to 
key stakeholders and 
customers is not formalized 
with a recognized role 

No documented process for 
dispatch, resolver engagement, 
resolution or After Action Reviews

Company does not recognize or 
support incident response as an 
entity or discipline. Best efforts 
are relied upon from individual 
contributors

Phase 2

Managed

Responsive

• Some level of internal on 
boarding for incident 
response

• Key incident response roles 
implemented to some level

• No clear and efficient linkage 
between resolution and key 
stakeholder communication

• Some level of formalized 
dispatch process and SLA’s 
for key responders. 

• Monitoring tools integrated 
into situational awareness.

• Blameless After Action 
Reviews may be completed, 
but not integrated in Q/A & Q/I

Mean Time to Assemble (MTTA) 
is unpredictable. Dispatching 
tools, process and 
accountability in place, but 
inefficient or outdate or 
inconsistently used

Phase 3

Defined

Predictable

• Command staff functions 
recognized, implemented and 
supported by leadership

• All key responders and SME’s 
trained to a consistent 
standard 

• Regular and predictable 
briefing/comms cadence

• On call rotations predictable 
and key responders assemble 
quickly. 

• Playbooks and Standard 
procedures developed

• Accountability for 
performance and responder 
duties is clear to all

MTTA is optimized and 
repeatable for key responders 
to any type of incident. On call 
rotations are predictable.

Phase 4

Data Driven

Repeatable/Scalable

• Ongoing training and 
exercises for all key 
responders

• Large scale incident 
management in place where 
applicable <<Unified 
Command>>

• Dedicated communications 
function assigned

• Full support of the end to end 
IR process from senior 
leadership. 

• All responders accountable
for performance

MTTA is optimized and 
repeatable for Vendors, 
customers or any other allied 
responders respond as 
expected.

Phase 5

Optimized

Sustainable

• Clear plans to recruit and 
replace team members.

• IR team may reach out to 
customers/key clients/other 
business units to assist with 
building joint response 
capabilities 

IR is accepted as an integral part 
of defending the business against 
financial loss, reputational risk, 
and loss of customer trust

After Action Reviews fully 
integrated for Q/A & Q/I of the 
response team and the process

O
ve
ra
ll

Improvement Pathway for Incident Management Program
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CAN Report
• Conditions

• Actions

• Needs
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Communications Process Review

You are  the curator of information

IMS Briefing
• Introduction

• Main Points (3)

• Summary 

§ 1-2 minutes

§ Useful for business impact
§ Non-technical
§ More storytelling

§ Verbal or Written

§ 60 seconds
§ Tactical report

§ Guide for thinking
§ Guide for asking questions

§ Clarity and updates
§ Verbal or Written



CAN Report Example
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Anatomy of a good CAN Report 

Condition: At 17:00 Hours EST, 20 applications are reporting that users 
located in the western part of the United States are unable to login. 
2,500 users are impacted. 

Actions: SREs determined that a recent code deploy broke the 
authentication instance accessed by these users. Rollback has been 
initiated and will be completed by 18:15 EST.

Needs: The Teams chat will be on hold and waiting for rollback to be 
completed and  impacted instances rebooted. 
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IMS Briefing: Introduction
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Introduction:
This is Amy, I am the LNO for the Log4J incident at Northern Cascadia 
University (NCU) that began at 13:57 Pacific Standard time. This is my 
first briefing, expected to last one minute.

To begin, root cause is unknown and estimated time to resolution is 
not established.

I have two main points to share with you:

Number 1:  Update on our completed incident notifications.
Number 2: Inform you that NCU incident response team is assembled 
and has identified this as a potential Malware incident at NCU. 



Main Points:

First, NCU IT SMEs are notified and a team of 5 incident responders is 
working to resolve the issue. At this time, school administration is 
aware of the incident and email notifications have been sent to key 
internal NCU stakeholders and faculty.

Second, our current working assumption is that this incident may be 
due to a Log4 J vulnerability: The CAS – Central Authentication 
System – is compromised. This is the primary authentication system 
for students across the  entire NCU campus. The team is currently 
investigating logs for IOC’s – indicators of compromise  - to 
determine next steps to protect the CAS environment.
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IMS Briefing: Main Points



Summary:

In summary, be advised that initial notifications have been sent to key 
faculty and administration and the next update for that group is 
scheduled to be delivered via email at 14:45 Pacific Standard Time. 
Also, the NCU CIO was briefed 

Regarding the compromise of the CAS, I can add that the NCU SME 
confirm there are no secondary options to fail over the CAS login 
service and there is a high risk of leaving the server online. Based on 
our current understanding of the situation, if the server is taken 
offline, there will be a major service disruption.

My next update will be at 15:30 Pacific Standard Time.

Is there additional information I can provide?
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IMS Briefing: Summary
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Breakout Session
BRP Staff Use Only

© 2022 Blackrock 3 Partners, Inc. 

ü L sets up the basic ground rules of the exercise in the main session and provides 
Zoom link

ü All participants and BRP staff disperse to remote workspace and log into Zoom 
meeting

ü L reconvenes the session via Zoom
ü L creates breakout rooms and transfers command to P’s. L remains in Zoom 

‘firehouse’ and acts as UC and/or handles participants that drop and rejoin the 
meeting.

ü P’s become drillmaster and facilitator of each breakout room. Ensure all 
deliverables are met and ready for presentation in the main session. P’s provide 
feedback and observations prior to room closing.

ü Breakout room close at assigned time.
ü All participants disconnect from Zoom meeting and return to main session.
ü Deliverables presented in the main session. 



CAN Report Practice Session

CONDITIONS 

Group Leader (GL) is selected by the members of the breakout group.

ACTIONS

• GL directs each team member to develop a <60 second CAN report on a 
technical topic. GL also develops a CAN report

• Each team member and GL delivers CAN report to the group

• At the conclusion of each CAN report, all team members offer suggestions 
and comments for improvement.

NEEDS: At the conclusion of the exercise, GL will select a CAN report to be 
delivered in main session.
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IMS Briefing Practice Session

CONDITIONS 

Group Leader (GL) is selected by the members of the breakout group.

ACTIONS

• GL directs each team member to write a ≅ 200 word IMS briefing on a 
technical topic. GL also writes an IMS briefing.

• Each team member and GL delivers IMS briefing to the group

• At the conclusion of each IMS briefing, all team members offer suggestions 
and comments for improvement.

NEEDS: At the conclusion of the exercise, GL will select an IMS briefing to be 
delivered in main session (<90 seconds).
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Questions and Wrap up
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Questions
Data
Ideas
Clues
Statements
Needs
Actions
SOP

Signs
Countable
Objective
Observable by others
Described

Symptoms
Uncountable
Subjective
Not observable by others
Described
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Incident Documentation



Injects

Context Relevance Documentation

Key Event

} Investigation
} People

- S/S
- Customers
- Key Players
- CAN
- LNO
- Business Impact
- Vendors

} Description
} Explanation
} Solution
} Report
} Story
} Comment/Contribution

} Entry
} Entry + Detail
} Timestamp
} *Tieback
} *Source

} Decision
} Timelines
} Tasking
} Deliverable
} Situational 

Awareness
} AAR     

Consider - Capture - Condense

Assembly
Severity
Investigation
Decision
Resolution
Conclusion

- Under Control
- All Clear
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Incident Documentation

Parking Lot



People
§ Identify each participant by name and function

Conditions (Signs and Symptoms)
§ Be specific and accurate
§ Use precise numbers when known
§ Write in bullet point format
§ Don’t capture technical jargon unless certain all will understand

Key Events
§ Time: Start time, briefing times, elapsed time of the incident
§ CAN Reports
§ Briefing content and cadence
§ Positive/negative state change
§ Key decisions and logic
§ Assigned tasks/work products
§ Expected reactions to actions taken

Incident Documentation
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Elapsed
Time From - To Key Event

(mm:ss)

0:00 Start of incident

0:15 IC opens incident Comms Command channel

0:27 IC appoints LNO & Scribe

0:39 IC=>All What do we know so far?

0:48 LNO=>IC Network alerts fired on main ISP links at 0912 UTC. Network dispatched.

1:16 Network=>IC Network resource arrives on Command Channel

1:23 IC=>Network What are you seeing?

1:35 Network=>All Currently investigating, but we see main ISP links at 97% utilization

2:19 Security=>IC Security resource arrives on Command Channel

3:01 IC=>Security Status?

3:12 Security=>IC Elevated traffic on ISP links, could be a DDoS attack, checking logs

3:45 IC=>All CAN Report #1 - Current CONDITIONS: At 0912 UTC, network alerts fired on 

main ISP links at 97%. Network and Security resources are on the Command 

Channel. ACTIONS: Network and Security investigating, reviewing logs and 

change cases, running queries and opening tickets with vendors. NEEDS: LNO to 

prepare initial outbound Comms and schedule first briefing at 0930 UTC. Engage 

Applications team to run health checks and report to IC in 10 minutes at 0925 

UTC.  

5:01 LNO=>IC Copy. Sending initial outbound Comms and links to first LNO Briefing

Incident Documentation



• CAN Report or IMS Briefing format
• Preparation – Presentation – Post Game
• Response – Answer

• Unknown

• Unable

• Timelines and Time Contracts
• Delegation
• Span of Control

• Group Leaders

• Unified Command
• Joint Information Center
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Responder Toolbox

IMS%20Briefing%20Format.pdf


Lunch Exercise
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Incident Commander

Research Group Procurement Group

Scribe

Logistics

LNO

Unified 
Command

JIC

Lunch Exercise
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Breakout Session
BRP Staff Use Only

© 2022 Blackrock 3 Partners, Inc. 

ü L sets up the basic ground rules of the exercise in the main session and provides 
Zoom link

ü All participants and BRP staff disperse to remote workspace and log into Zoom 
meeting

ü L reconvenes the session via Zoom
ü L creates breakout rooms and transfers command to P’s. L remains in Zoom 

‘firehouse’ and acts as UC and/or handles participants that drop and rejoin the 
meeting.

ü P’s become drillmaster and facilitator of each breakout room. Ensure all 
deliverables are met and ready for presentation in the main session. P’s provide 
feedback and observations prior to room closing.

ü Breakout room close at assigned time.
ü All participants disconnect from Zoom meeting and return to main session.
ü Deliverables presented in the main session. 



Scenario Assumptions:
• Assume that incident resolution takes place in a virtual environment 

with a remote set of incident responders. 
• All listed times are in the Pacific time zone. 
• Any incident details not listed in the scenario overview may be filled 

in by the IC and/or other team members.

Breakout Room Assignments for Command Staff: 
• IC: Drive discussion and delegate tasks. 
• LNO: Provide briefings as directed in exercise deliverables.
• Scribe: Capture details and key events of the discussion and 

deliverables listed in #3 and share details of notes/timeline at the end 
of the briefing. 

• LKT: monitors incoming broadcast notices from the Main Room.
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Breakout Session: Technology Scenario
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Breakout Session: Technology Scenario

Actions in Breakout Rooms:

• IC appoints Scribe, LNO and LKT.

• IC briefs the group on the scenario and integrates the information obtained 

by other team members. 

• IC guides the discussion to identify steps to scenario resolution including 

resolution plan A and plan B. 

• LNO to outline a plan and written/verbal content for delivering internal and 

external communications. 

• Unified Command (UC) is simulated during the exercise. IC to keep track of 

time and dispatch LNO to UC [in the main session] at least two times during 

the exercise to provide updates on the resolution effort.
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Breakout Session: Technology Scenario

Minimum Exercise Deliverables:

• Identify severity level for the incident.

• Create a list of SMEs, vendors, faculty, administration, etc. that would be dispatched to the incident. Identify 

expected SLA for each team or individual dispatched.

• List any playbook(s) or procedure(s) the incident responders would follow or references for the listed 

scenario.

• List alternative technology platforms for incident resolution and incident communications (i.e., if teams or 

Everbridge are compromised or not available, how would the team pivot?)

• Draft overall Mission Objective(s) and resolution plan for the response. Provide an estimated time to resolve 

the proposed scenario.

• IC to draft and deliver at least two sample CAN reports to the response team during the Breakout Room 

session.

• Identify any unique aspects or challenges of the response that may impede forward momentum of the 

resolution effort.

• List the potential audiences and briefing cadence that need to occur outside the resolution effort.

• List any major lessons learned [relative to the scenario] during the Breakout Room session.
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Breakout Session: Technology Scenario

Minimum deliverables in the main session at the conclusion of the exercise:

• At the conclusion of the Breakout Room session, after all participants have 

reconvened back in the Main Room session, the IC will deliver: a briefing on 

the scenario; detailed steps to resolution; and one example of CAN report. 

• LNO delivers an example of one briefing [using IMS briefing format] back to 

the entire group in the Main Room session at the conclusion of the exercise. 

The briefing can be representative of a briefing delivered at the beginning, 

middle or end of the incident.

• Scribe to share screen and walk through the discussion/incident timeline; 

identified key events; parking lot issues and/or other important items captured 

on the timeline.



Questions and Wrap up
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